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My Solutions for Americans Campaign to Become Your President 

You may very well consider this presentation as my baseline  2020 campaign “stomp speech”. 

Yes, a little long, but I believe it sends the optimistic and patriotic message that We the People 

have been waiting for so long.  A strong Independent political message for all Americans to 

review and hopefully discuss.  Prudent and practical solutions for many of our Common 

Problems.    

 

I must humbly request that we all consider what is at stake for We the People of today 

and far more for Those the People of America that will follow us on our ailing Planet.  

That these objective perspectives and practical proposals need to be taken by You, as 

seriously as a heart attack…  

Also, in a positive sense to prepare the Voters for something that we are not really used to 

when listening to politicians, both Democrats and Republicans, on the campaign trail.  

That being, actual and practical solutions to our Common Problems!  Workable and 

implementable solutions to problems that affect your daily life and the lives of so many 

citizens around our nation.  Be confident that We the People, have the absolute Power by 

way of our collective voting to make this happen on 11-3-2020.  We can do this, 

together! 

 

In assessing our American Political System’s dysfunctional status – it is stated in Newton's Third 

Law of Motion: For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.  

 

My ultimate underdog Independent candidacy comes with a true problem-solving 

Platform and an aggressive campaign strategy.  An Independent strategy and Movement 

that will remove that dangerous Lame Duck in the White House.   

 

It will also target and support the elimination of the nation’s worst public legislative 

roadblock – that being the Republican Party in the US Congress!!    

 

The current 22 Republican members in the US Senate and 195 Republican members of 

House of Representatives.  The 217 Republican held seats in Congress that are up for 

election this coming November 3, 2020.  Those seats are ours for the taking!!  

 

The time has finally come my frustrated fellow citizens and I have our practical plan… 

 

Our National Party politics in the US Congress has grown ever more dysfunctional over the last 

few decades. The US Congress, including both the Republicans and Democrats have earned a 

consistent public Dis-approval rating of ninety-percent (90%).   

 

Add to that the various odd combination of negative forces that influenced the 2016 Presidential 

Election, and resulted in a severe narcissist (a person that can ONLY do what benefits them 
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self), as well as, a chronic/constant liar (latest count is over 14,000 researched lies since his 

inauguration) inhabiting our White House.   

 

Thus, our “political news” the last three (3) years has been a daily exercise in immature Twitter 

abuse by the worst president in American history. And has earned his forever sub-title of 

“impeached president”.  Trump is a public nuisance and an international embarrassment!  He 

needs (or should be made) to resign with a pardon before July 1, 2020.   

 

I intend to objectively explain to my fellow frustrated American citizens and those eligible to 

vote in 2020, that I am the personal, functional, and political opposite of Donald J. Trump, aka, 

(DJ or Dishonest John).   Also, I bring The Independent Party of America (TIPA) Platform to the 

2020 Election debate.  It is a far better Platform than either the Republicans or Democrats can 

imagine.  The 39+ Platform proposals come with a 60+% public Approval rating!  In all, I 

present America and the Voters in 2020, with a True Third Party option dedicated to the 

Common Good of our citizens.   

 

This urgently needed campaign offers an Independent Presidential candidate (yours truly), 

Independent Vice Presidential candidate (a woman to be announced), a public and citizen 

oriented problem-solving Platform, and an Independent political movement that will work with 

Democrats to eliminate the sold-out problem perpetuators in Congress.  Those being the sold-out 

Republican Party members of the Senate and in the House.   

 

And finally, here is the brutally bottom-line analysis that explains the dysfunctional state 

of National Party politics between the Republicans and the Democrats.  Let it be truly 

acknowledged that We the People of America are joined in the final battle in the Eternal 

struggle between the Have and the Have-Nots.  Those with real economic and political 

influence and power – and those simply without it.  For some time now the Haves are 

beating the Masses up!  America’s Political Power Imbalance can end now folks.  All We 

need to do is vote with Common Purpose on 11-3-2020 to make it happen.   

 

The Republicans in Congress blatantly represent only the Wealthy and 8 to 10 Big Industries – 

The Few.  Meantime, the Democrats in Congress do at least attempt to serve and protect the 

basic needs of American citizens – The Many.  And the Democrats frankly are not doing the 

best job of it either! Truly, it is the 2% versus the 98% struggle being played right before our 

eyes.  And, add to that the random and normally idiotic domestic and foreign policy decisions, 

and unpatriotic actions of the bad actor inhabiting the White House.   

 

My fellow Americans, We now stand on the dangerous line between American-born 

Democracy and historic global Tyranny.   

   

With thanks to the Founding Fathers and for the US Constitution that they bled to provide for us.  

We the People, duly represented by the frustrated American Electorate have all the voting Power 

required to banish our failed current President this November.  And, wait there is more!!  We 

will deliberately orchestrate the voting from office most or all of the 22 US Senate Republican 

seats up for election in 2020, as well as, up to 195 US House Republican seats up for election 

this year.   
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Believe, We have the Constitutional Right and voting Power to do all of this good work.  And, I 

do find it both ironic and very fitting that it will be the Climate Crisis issue that finally brings 

down what was once called, the Grand Old Party (GOP) – the failed Republican Party on 11-3-

2020.  Hence, the title, the Post-Republican Party Era starting in January of 2021.  

 

Herein, We will review of how American Voters could accomplish this great political reckoning.   

 

And, We will touch on several of the positive Reforms that are coming and see how they apply 

to your life.    
 

o     o     o     o 

 

The Ultimate Underdog Presidential Campaign 

My political underdog, grassroots Independent campaign for President of the United States will 

validate Newton’s Third Law, with regard to the Balance of Power in American National 

politics!  

This is Andrew J. (A J) Wildman, your 2020 Independent candidate for President of the United 

States.  Mine is a life-long interest in and observation of American domestic and foreign policy. 

I am the Founder of, The Independent Party of America (TIPA).   

The Independent Party was originally named, The American Peasant Party.  Because 

isn’t that the way We really are treated by our national government.  Yes, it is!  The US 

Congress that is so blatantly legislatively controlled by the Wealthy and those 8 to 10 Big 

Industries, thru their paid-for (or more so paid-off) Congressional Republicans.  Sorry, 

the Plain Truth!  

Over the years, I researched and developed practical solutions for many of our Common 

Problems.  Those 39+ public problem-solving proposals now make up the citizen-oriented TIPA 

Platform, that is sometimes referred to as An American Agenda.  The People’s Platform.    

The blunt intent of my unique campaign strategy, is to boldly alter the traditional flow of the 

2020 campaign with a very viable Third Party option.  And, to shake-up the current and 

traditional – boring content of the 2020 Presidential and Congressional campaign cycle. Isn’t 

that an encouraging possibility!  

My campaign strategy is to constantly reinforce just how much real electoral control the 

Electorate has over the outcome of the 2020 National Election.  And why American Voters must 

act in their personal interest, as well as, for the Common Good of their families, our fellow 

citizens, our nation, and the global Climate.   

It could easily be argued, as I have written about for many years, that we could be better off just 

voting all 535 incumbent members of the US Congress – both Democrats and Republican in both 
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the US House and Senate right out-of-office!  They collectively deserve just that, folks!  Did 

someone just say “implement term limits” to themselves?  

However, in 2020 there is a far more practical and workable strategy at this critical moment in 

our nation’s history. And believe me folks, 2020 will be a real history making year in both 

American and World history.  That is, one way or another!   Thus, We the People, on 11-3-2020 

will join together in Common Purpose, to answer history’s call and meet Democracy’s solemn 

challenge to America, once again.     

I am an absolutely hard-core political Independent.  I grew up in a Republican household and 

went through a Democratic political phase, as well.  However, for over 25 years I am an 

Independent, having observed the breakdown and public dysfunction of our 2-Party political 

system.   

Yes, the US Congress is now publicly dysfunctional regarding the Common Good of our 

citizens.  Thus, I can and will loudly criticize both the Democrats and Republicans at the 

National and State levels.  Granted, it will surely sound as though I am beating up the 

Republicans far more than the Democrats, but only because, in this case, the Republicans 

have earned it! 

The Republicans legislative blockade and questionable priorities are not making America or the 

World a better place for people to live in.  Especially, for our many, many economically 

struggling citizens.  More than half of all Americans are economically struggling and living 

month-to-month in the year 2020!!  We will do far better than that!!    

So, let’s get a look at several of the 39+ TIPA Platform problem-solving proposals!   

o     o     o     o 
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The TIPA Problem-Solving Campaign Platform – Food First! 

Now we will review parts of the citizen-oriented, problem-solving, Independent TIPA Platform.  

We will highlight 8 of the 39+ Platform proposals that the A J Wildman campaign will be 

championing, and that address these issues:    

• Food – All citizens will have a decent and affordable food supply 

• Housing – All citizens will have a “’fixed address” 

• Jobs – Save the Truckers 

• Jobs – Wait Staff in Restaurants and Bars 

• Student Loans – Monthly Payment Reductions and Tuition Reforms 

• Guns – The Obvious Guilt Law and the Death Penalty 

• Cannabis – Finally Full Decriminalization and Legalization 

• Climate Crisis – Ending the Energy Industry’s control and going All-In for Earth 

No, I did not include my thoughts on Health Care, as the Democrats talk about it non-stop. 

Those listed above are the types of problem solutions the public wants Congress to 

implement.  And my Administration will be on it.  There it is.     

My absolute position is that ALL of our citizens will have decent Health Care.  We need to 

and will get the right people at the legislative table to resolve this matter for the Common 

Good.  I am an experienced mediator.  The People’s health will become the Health Industry’s 

primary interest and responsibility – not corporate profits. Check out Proposal #22 of 27 in 

my 2008 book, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2), Health Care Insurance for ALL 

Americans.   

My sincere belief is that in the 2020 Presidential and Congressional Campaigns, the Party 

Platforms, in the end, will make the difference in how the American Electorate will vote on 

November 3, 2020.  The TIPA, citizen-oriented, politically Independent Platform has both 

National Party platforms beaten,  An intentional design on my part.  It fixes problems!    

In my 30+ year professional career, I worked as a business problem-solver in the Information 

Technology (IT) Industry working mainly in Washington, DC for both corporate and Federal 

agency clients. Some business problems required a totally new system to be designed and 

implemented, while other situations required only improved procedures to be operationally 

resolved.   

I bring to this critical national campaign, the TIPA Independent Platform of 39+ practical 

proposals.  Legislation developed and refined to be acceptable to at least 60% of You, the 

American public and the American Electorate – the Voters.  The first 27 of those proposals were 

presented in my 2008 non-fiction, 700-page political book, The Second Coming of Common 

Sense (CS2).  Not surprisingly, many of those prudent public solutions are even more necessary 

and relevant today!    

In more recent years, I have focused on the out-of-control Cost-of-Living issues e.g., Food, 

Shelter, Jobs, and Health Care.  And of course, the 800-pound gorilla issue that the entire 
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Republican Party is in an advanced stage of Denial about – the Climate Crisis that is threatening 

Life on Planet Earth.  

o     o     o     o 

Going forward my fellow Americans, confronting the Climate Crisis realistically must 

drive our domestic and foreign policy.  Admittedly difficult living adjustments will be made 

by everyone now on this Planet – in the near and more distant future.   

Common Sense would dictate that reality-driven advanced planning be focusing on the 

near term impacts of Sea Level Rise.  Or else, everybody will surely lose!     

o     o     o     o 

   

Food – American Food Industry Re-Structuring 

We will begin with the basics. First, a seemingly radical, yet terribly practical Food availability 

related proposal.  We will act to legislate the capping/freezing of grocery store prices and 

product content. That is where the discussion, not negotiation, with the Food Industry will begin.   

Thus, we will be demanding Food price controls and the corporate restructuring of the entire 

Food Industry.  That is, from farms and fishing to the grocery store shelves. Of course, we will 

take care of the farmers – everyone’s first concern!  And the fishermen, as well.  The corporate 

restructuring model being used was first detailed in my 2008 book, CS2.  

The restructuring process will result in most grocery store chains evolving into Food 

Commissaries.  The intent is to balance food product production and distribution nationwide. 

Also, to prudently control the cost of food and related products. The Food Industry will still run 

their industry, but with different, public-serving corporate goals and with public attention.   

The public’s desired result of such Food Industry Reform is that, ALL of our citizens will have 

decent and affordable Food availability.   

Further, Food availability will be guaranteed even should the entire economy collapse, and for 

whatever reason.  Seriously, this shall be done.   

Americans will no longer go to school, work or bed hungry.  Period!   

o     o     o     o 
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Housing – A Fixed Address for ALL American Citizens – Ending Citizen Homelessness 

Next, We will work aggressively to implement standardized National Rent Control modeled after 

various housing programs in use for many years around the country.  Rents must be affordable 

for a given locality.  The purposes are to make and keep, decent and affordable housing available 

for our citizens. To insure that every citizen has a fixed address.  We currently have some 

500,000 homeless Americans (including military veterans) which is a national tragedy!  We 

must resolve how to keep all Americans safely housed!  This humane public accomplishment 

will reduce many other social problems and could “actually start bringing up the bottom” of our 

society.  Such good things can happen.    

We will work with “responsible” landlords and the banks to make this new housing structure 

workable for all parties, especially the people!    

All of our citizens will have a Fixed Address.  

 

Jobs – Work Force Artificial Intelligence (AI) Safeguards 

Next, let’s address the often ignored (if not suppressed) issue regarding Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) technology.  That being, the prudent safeguarding of critical American jobs against 

technologies cold-blooded job elimination.  This is a critical national awareness exercise.    

Clearly, this must be an intellectual and practical national debate over whether certain jobs will 

be allowed to be automated right out-of-existence.  Realistically, determining how the loss of 

certain jobs will bring damage to the overall economy – regardless of how it may help a 

corporation’s and/or an entire Industry’s bottom line.  Going forward it must be People over 

Profits.  Period!   

 

Save the Truckers 

My campaign and Presidency should I be so fortunate, will implement a total and permanent ban 

on driverless Tractor Trailer type vehicles, at least.  I watched a program a few months ago on 

“Work in America” (possibly CNN).  It showed that some Trucking related companies are 

already testing such AI driven vehicles and at 60+ mph on test tracks. Seriously!  My 

administration will permanently ban such vehicles in the US.  The nation and the workforce 

cannot support making Truckers unemployed.    

This more prudent AI-Oversight Policy concept goes over very well with the general public.    

Thus, any company now developing such AI, will want to seek other ways to cut operational 

costs, than laying off drivers.  Maybe create a tractor engine that does not run solely on fossil 

fuels.  Or at least a Hybrid 50% gas/50% electric model – one day maybe even all electric!!  

The job-friendly reason for banning Big Truck automation is to protect critical domestic jobs.   
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The Trucking related companies will not declare publicly, how all of those jobs would be 

effectively replaced and in a timely manner.  To be able to replace that many decent jobs in 

practically every zip code in the nation.  Smoke and mirrors.   

My plan and practical intent is the pre-meditated legislative ban against certain AI-

automation development.  To help our nation to confront the uncomfortable question – 

Who is Truly more important in American today – People or Profits.  It is the aggressive 

legislative test of the importance of quality of life and reasonable employment 

opportunities – versus – the unconstrained business elimination of required and well-

paying domestic jobs.  To reduce staffing and make corporate profits regardless of the 

impact on families and the Quality of Life of our Citizens!   

Thus, if Republicans are allowed to keep controlling/blocking the legislative process in 

Congress, such legislation will be dead-on-arrival.  The quality of life of We the People, 

would continue to suffer.  Register and Vote – No Republicans – on 11-3-2020.    

 

The Jobs of Wait Staff in Restaurants and Bars   

One (1) more important job situation to review.  This job scenario involves the Wait staff in 

restaurants and bars, i.e., waitresses, waiters, and bartenders. Typically, these jobs are paid a 

maximum of $2. to $4. per hour, depending on State laws.   Thus, traditionally such staff has 

always made their real income on customer tips.  

I declare that system needs to be left untouched.   

In some states, the minimum wage is being gradually raised to $15/hour over a number of years.  

That legislation will have the effect of causing certain jobs to be eliminated.  

The true business problem is that if the Wait staff gets a higher and higher minimum wage, 

restaurant owners will need to increase menu costs and/or possibly need to reduce staff.  And in 

the worst case scenario, the some local restaurants may even need to close the doors altogether!  

As we have seen, some large chains are already putting touch screen tablets for ordering meals 

on the restaurant tables and are eliminating some staff to control costs.  Such core Public Sector 

jobs need to be protected.   

Thus, I will make it a Federal Law that Wait Staff will continue to draw a low hourly wage, plus 

their tips.  They can make a decent living that way.  So, please let’s all remember to tip them 

when we out to eat!  

The controlled cost and fair distribution of Food mentioned above will also help restaurants to 

keep their costs down to their customers.  The public has less and less disposable income and is 

already moving toward less expensive restaurants and fast food options.  McDonalds is 

implementing in-store order-yourself AI-menus and eliminating some counter jobs.  Walmart has 

slowly trained most of us (rats!) to check ourselves out and have already eliminated most of their 

check-out staffing.  The Food Industry restructuring mentioned above will include Walmart!! 
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Student Loans – Loan Payment Reduction and Tuition Reforms 

Another hot button is the Student Loan financial burden on the individual American and/or the 

family that is suffering under it. My approach is as follows:   

• The Federal government will not give everyone a free college education.  The Federal 

Budget cannot remotely afford it.   

• The government will not pay-off all existing Student Loan Debt.  The Federal Budget 

cannot remotely afford that either.    

• HOWEVER, ALL exiting Student Loans will have their monthly payment automatically 

reduced by 50%.  Loan terms will be extended and at the same interest rate.  Afterall, 

these are “life loans” and will be treated as such going forward.     

 

Practical Oversight of Out-of-Control Tuition Costs 

 

• We will legislate that all Public and Private colleges and universities will decrease their 

Annual Tuition, all other fees, and books will be reduced by flat 25% across the board by 

August of 2021.  Those costs will remain at that level for two (2) years and then be 

reviewed.  If they need to cut their Sports programs to afford the cut-backs, so be it. The 

vast majority of students are not there for a “sports degree” and most students in Sports 

programs will not be making their living from it either.   

• The potential for the capping and/or reduction of Community College Tuition and fees, 

etc., will be reviewed.   

• Vocational/Trade schools will be promoted, but they must constantly prove their ability 

to turn-out viable graduates. And their tuitions must be in line with reality!  Further, 

applicants will be objectively evaluated for the necessary ability and maturity to succeed 

in that given field.  

 

 

Guns – The Obvious Guilt Law and the Death Penalty 

 

The Obvious Guilt Law (OGL) Sentencing Reform 

 

While you are reviewing this, please consider this Reform being applied to the 2019 El Paso 

Walmart shooter. This Reform should start with that criminal!   

 

This is the Reform legislation proposal that I will pass into Law upon being elected to be your 

President.  The straight-forward specifics are explained in the following scenario:  

  

• A person (man or woman) who decides of their on free-will to perform some type of crime.  

Anything from robbing a convenience store to some type of mass public assault.  In this 

example, we will use the convenience store scenario.   
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• While the criminal did not intend to hurt anyone when they walked into the store to rob it for 

money.  However, when it was all over, there are one (1) or more people lying dead on the 

floor and/or seriously wounded.  And besides any witnesses that may be involved – the 

whole bloody scene was captured on video tape!!   

 

• The presence of a good video record and/or several viable witnesses will provide clear, 

undisputable proof of “Absolute or Obvious Guilt”.  Not the wrong person, not a set-up, etc.     

 

• The criminal once apprehended is placed in jail and will have a standard court trial.  

 

• There will be no Plea-bargaining or Insanity Plea or Appeal allowed.  It is part of the basic 

meaning of the Obvious Guilt Law.   

 

• The criminal is tried and convicted on solid, non-refutable evidence.   

 

• The only sentence permitted is Death by lethal injection with the sentence to be administered 

ninety (90) days later.   

Other than that, I have drafted an Amendment to the US Constitution in the Platform.  The final 

details of which will be worked out with Gun Owners which will protect a citizen’s absolute 

Right to own their weapons.  Give and take will finally settle this national question, but our guns 

will never be taken.  Period!      

 

o     o     o     o 

 

Cannabis – Finally the Full Legalization and Decriminalization of Weed 

 

I have long said that if not before that, by the time the Baby Boomers were becoming senior 

citizens (like we are getting to be now) that cannabis would be fully legalized.  It contains too 

much medical benefit.  The oldest Boomers were born in 1947 and are 73 years old in 2020).  

 

If elected to be your President, on 2-1-2021, I will sign an Executive Order or similar 

Congressional legislation if it is ready to fully legalize and decriminalize cannabis.  Further, it 

will be declared that the American domestic Cannabis Industry will be a Small business 

enterprise model, only.  Modeled after the State of Colorado’s Cannabis Industry.   

 

The national Small Business mandate and law will upset Wall Street and the investor promotions 

they are already developing to build their stockholder funded corporations.  That will not stand.  

The public will not approve it.  Because the Cannabis Industry in America will be a State 

controlled, Small business, and will be used to generate taxes that will fund domestic programs 

that will support the People.  It will not be taken over by Wall Street to profit the investor 

community and stockholders.  And the Banks in every state will provide Small Business start-up 

financing for responsible entrepreneurs within their respective state.  The People over Profits…  
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o     o     o     o 

 

And now, for that 800-pound Gorilla.      

The Global Climate Crisis.   

The Global Crisis that the Republican Party cannot see… 

 

o     o     o     o 

 

Climate Crisis – The Planet and People First – No Longer Profits 

 

This is a very sobering topic.  

Consider today’s climate status my fellow Americans. And, I do mean today!  When is the last 

time you personally walked on some grass?   

Stop and look outside.  The general weather patterns we have in our neighborhoods, around our 

nation, and the whole Planet Earth – are “As good as they will be going forward”.   

We Earthlings are not going anywhere else for a very, very, very, very long time: 

• For example, let’s say that the nearest “possibly inhabitable” planet was “only” one 

(1) Light Year away.   

• The Speed of Light is 186,282 miles per second.   

• Thus, in one (1) Light Year traveling at the Speed of Light, our astronauts will travel 

5,880,000,000,000 Earth miles.  Yes, 5.8 Trillion miles… 

• Therefore, as pulled from a Google search – “The duration of such a one (1) Light 

Year journey is a bit difficult to pin-point.  However, if we were to be aboard the 

Space Shuttle Discovery, which can travel a maximum speed of only five (5) miles 

per second – it would take our astronauts about 37,200 years to complete.  If they left 

in 2020 they would arrive at their destination in the year 39,200 A.D.”   

• We silly Earthlings, better get deadly serious about the Climate Crisis.  And 

remember when you go to vote 11-3-2020, that the Republican Party could care 

less… 

Therefore, if we do not remove the Republican Energy Industry serving legislators from ALL 

levels of government – our future is at risk.  There are not “four more years” to waste.  We are 

out of second chances many times over.   

That means We the People will join together on 11-3-2020 and deliberately vote against 

Republicans at the Federal, State, County, etc., levels.    

Finally, I will most aggressively be confronting the Republican Party and their long-held Climate 

Crisis Denial policy.  I declare that the Voters can no longer elect or re-elect “supposedly 

intelligent human beings” to National or State level offices that continue preaching to us that, the 

Earth is Flat…   
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I will be calling out to the “Spaceship Earth Lovers”  to engage in a Global Climate Civil 

Action.  To initiate the boycotting all passenger air flights “worldwide” on Tuesday and 

Wednesday every week and forever!  Yes, that is not a joke!  We may practically need to start 

with just Tuesday or Wednesday, but start it we must.  Probably on Wednesday.   

Such aggressive, worldwide Civil Action will bring the Climate Crisis into the daily news cycle.  

By doing so, We will indeed reduce plane exhaust into the atmosphere by at least 20% as soon as 

the boycott is in place. As your President, I will sign that boycott into US FFA Law on 2-1-2021.  

A radically aggressive, but all too necessary Climate Civil Action.  Best yet, it is a public Civil 

Action that neither government or industry could stop the People of Earth, from doing.  So let’s 

start it now.   

I know of a 16-year-old in Europe that could very well take a real interest in this boycott 

challenge. Simply “flying less” by individuals is a nice thought, but will not put a small dent in 

this controllable problem.  Also, she also is aware of the corporate fairy tale regarding the myth 

of the “Eternal Growth Economy”.  

Secondarily, and just as a sincere “what if” exercise – we will be asking Bill Nye the Science 

Guy, a Climate solution question.  If really attempting to rebuild the shrinking Northern Ice Cap 

with Styrofoam type materials that float and reflect the sun’s rays, would be a practical idea??  It 

never hurts to ask!  We have nothing to lose, but a lot of Styrofoam that no one wants in the first 

place.   

o     o     o     o 

For a very real example:  I want to declare the critical, coming Demand for construction jobs of 

all types over the rest of this century.  Due to the coming Sea Level Rise, America will be 

required to relocate some 40 to 50 million of our citizens (or possibly more).  

There are some 22 million citizens to be relocated just from the State of Florida!  Florida’s 

population today is equal to that of the fifteen (15) least populated states in the nation.   

No politicians or Party candidates are confronting this issue.   

But, the Voters are in 2020.   

 

End of TIPA Platform Proposal Examples 

o     o     o     o 
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So then, do such workable proposals sound interesting to you?  Those few programs are only the 

tip of my public problem-solving iceberg of an Independent Platform.  We the People need only 

vote in Common Purpose and against the Republican Party this coming November 3, 2020 and 

such programs will begin to happen!   

 

To be crystal clear folks, for any such desirable solutions to become part of our day-to-day lives, 

the Republican members roadblock in the US Congress must be confronted by us and 

DELIBERATELY VOTED FROM OFFICE…  Deliberately removed by We, the frustrated and 

fed-up American Electorate on 11-3-2020.  The remainder of this message explains how We can 

and will successfully execute what will soon become known as our,  

 

Second and Final American Revolution 

o     o     o     o 
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Voters Shall Replace the President and Our Congressional Roadblock 

The following Independent perspectives are presented for the information of my fellow frustrated 

American citizens, with regard to putting our broken US Congress (and government in general) 

back in what We could then call “good working order”.  This Independent political analysis and 

campaign strategy is offered for you to please privately review and consider.  Note that All non-

citizen interests will step back and be silent. This is an American citizens-only debate.  Period!   

I consider it critical for people to remember at this point in this tedious presentation, that 

I am a political Independent and do criticize both Democrats and Republicans.  Also, that 

I am in this 2020 Presidential Campaign to solve our citizen’s Common Problems, no 

matter how it may disturb some other people.   

So let’s forget all about Hope and Change.  It is time for True Reform.  So let’s do it!! 

 

Removing the Human Disaster From Our White House 

About Donald John Trump, aka, DJ or Dishonest John.  

To inform the Voters that DJ from the literal start of the 2020 Presidential and Congressional 

Election year is a political Lame Duck i.e., will not win re-election in 2020). .  Yes, already!  For 

starters, simply because he cannot and will not be able to attract even as many voters as he 

snagged back in 2016.  As most of us know, DJ lost the popular vote to Hilary Clinton in 2016 

by almost 3 million.  

 

Hilary Clinton  65,853,514 

Donald Trump  62,984,828 

Difference     2,868,686  

Further, since the Democrats and Independents are and will be getting many more Eligible (un-

registered) Voters registered and to the polls in 2020.  DJ and the failing Congressional 

Republicans, will factually need even more votes than in 2016 to have any hope of re-election in 

2020.  That will not happen, because We the People will act purposefully to vote them OUT!   

 

My campaign will be heavily pushing Voter registration driven by the acceptability of my 

problem-solving Platform, as well as by driving the Climate issue with 18 to 29 year-olds!     

  

Thus, DJ and the Republican Congressional incumbent seats, both Senate and House are all in 

real Big Trouble.    

 

Note:  All statistics in this and any of my writings are given in good faith and will be refined 

and posted for the public awareness.   

 

And yes, DJ, you had far less attendance at your Inaugural Ceremony than President Obama or 

Bill Clinton!!  That was one (1) of your first of over 16,000 lies, so far.  And you made your 
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Press Secretary come out and lie to the Press.  It was only the first incident of that behavior, as 

well.   

 

o Conservatively, it could be estimated that at least 10% of the Women that voted for him in 

2016 are gone in 2020 for various disgusting DJ reasons.  Remember the nationwide 

women’s rallies immediately after his swearing-in.  Those women and men did not go away 

DJ.  They are waiting anxiously to vote against you and your sold-out Republican Party this 

November.    

 

o DJ only won the 2016 Election by some 70,000 votes spread across three (3) states 

(Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania). That gave him the slim Electoral College victory.  

Those slim Republican vote margins across many more states will be obliterated by the 

impending anti-Republican tsunami forecasted for 11-3- 2020!!  

 

o Logically, a reasonable percentage of the anti-Hilary votes he snagged in 2016, simply 

because people just didn’t like her – are gone from him in 2020.   

 

o Common Sense says that some percentage of “DJs Base” have reluctantly seen through his 

Liar Machine.  They are true patriotic Americans and they will not cast another vote to keep 

for such a lying, military disrespecting, anti-American in the White House.   

 

o And here comes the ultimate 2020 anti-Republican vote generator, it is the growing and soon 

to be huge number of true Climate Crisis focused and angry 18 to 29 year old Voters. Over 

35 million potential votes alone.  In 2020, this group of young adults know that they have the 

most to lose under the Republican, “Let’s Kill the Planet for Pro-Profit” model.  

 

The 18 to 29 year-olds will turn-out and drive the 2020 Vote, due to their personal Climate 

concerns.  If not already, Register ASAP, and Vote on 11-3-2020… 

 

o Thus, both Democrats and Independents are working steadily to get millions more people 

registered to vote in 2020.  Many just on the Climate Crisis issue.   

 

I will be urging younger Climate activists and Voters to politically join with their grand-

parents in the Environmental Movement.  A multi-generational call to action!   To urge them 

all to VOTE out Republicans to save the Climate from the sold-out Republican Party and 

equally irresponsible Big Energy Industries.  Students in 6th thru 12th grades have already or 

could very well get into this Climate discussion with siblings, parents, and grandparents!  

Simply for their good of their own future.   

 

o Again, don’t forget that many of DJs 2016 alleged, locked-in core voters, have by now seen 

thru his daily lies and his disgusting, un-American cozying up to Putin.  A percentage of 

them clearly understand how he has and is still deliberately playing them – for suckers! 

Telling them what they want to hear at his ego-building rallies, but working hard to kill “pre-
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existing medical condition” coverage to protect Medical Insurance corporate profits.  His Big 

Industry donor$.   

 

Sorry folks, but this is the Truth.  Deliberately, just playing people to get donations and to 

gain their votes.  Remember that Disgusting Truth folks at DJs next pep rally.  Frankly, ask 

him “what has your self-appointed swamp creatures done for me and my family at all, DJ?”  

 

The Trump Voters are Aware 

 

o Also for the “Trump Voter”, I will be publicly acknowledging those voters’ valid concerns 

regarding anymore illegal immigration.  The critical national need for absolute control over 

entry into our nation is beyond critical.  The Population Management solutions I am 

recommending, will be found acceptable even to most Progressives in the Democratic Party.  

That is, once we review the hard facts on Sea Level Rise and the World’s growing Over-

Population Crisis.  Those and other significant issues will be presented in the following 

document, The Big Picture.  Stay tuned for that.   

 

The DJ administration is frankly not wrong in attempting to block the annual Illegal Assault 

on our Southern Border.  They just have not explained why it MUST happen from a practical 

perspective.  Because DJ is only doing it for political and prejudicial reasons, as well as to 

distract attention from his many other problems.  Our absolute US Immigration control is 

required ASAP, due to the on-going double crisis of Sea Level Rise and World Over-

Population.  I provide that practical public rationale in the Platform.   

 

In general, America will suspend nearly all immigration (that is versus tourism) starting 

sometime in 2021 and for as long as it takes to implement an American National Id System.  

A practical facility that nearly every other nation in the world have long used to manage their 

population, process and control legal visitors, as well as dealing with illegal entrants.  The 

Democrats must quickly learn to stop catering to people that do not belong here in the first 

place.  Our nation can no longer accept them.   I am ready for that discussion.  

 

False political correctness aside, the majority of Americans are sick to death of all the Illegal 

Occupants (IOs) that our gutless Presidential and Congressional leadership since Ronald 

Reagan have allowed to enter our nation.  Further, the 14th Amendment to the US 

Constitution must be suspended immediately and permanently. I will immediately submit and 

have passed appropriate legislation to replace, correct, and tighten the 14th Amendment.   

 

It has been openly abused to permit Border Babies or Anchor Babies to be forced upon our 

nation.  I will suspend the 14th Amendment on 2-1-2021 and the legislation could have a 

retro-active start date!   

 

Democrats, especially the “real Progressives” need to wake-up to 2020 reality.  We 

cannot afford the preventable flow of IOs any longer. We must control and may need to 
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reduce our own population over the next critical Climate-decade or longer.  Each nation 

will be held accountable for their own citizens and will cease dumping their population 

on other countries.  Like Mexico, Central, and South America constantly do to us!  A fair 

note is that we get IOs arriving at our international airports every day.  That too will be 

controlled with our American National Id Program.   

 

In a World that is already over-populated with some 7.7 Billion people, all nations will soon 

be held responsible for maintaining their own people!! As the World’s Sea Level surely Rises 

by 2050, over the rest of this century and beyond, sea-level coastal areas like the entire State 

of Florida will slowly and painfully be submerged.  It is our reality folks!  Make yourself a 

stiff drink, sit down at your computer, enter “sea level rise by 2050’ into Google, hit Enter, 

and keep an open mind.  Then plan to vote against the Republican Climate Deniers.  There it 

is.   

 

For an odd perspective please, just imagine only 49 stars on our American flag by the 

year 2100!  Thus, Florida’s some 22 million citizens will need to be properly relocated 

North and inland.  And those are only our people in Florida. We will need to relocate our 

own citizens.  Relocating any IOs will become a real point of heated debate.  My prudent 

proposal to implement an American National ID System starting in 2021 will resolve 

most of that IO problem.   

 

A Practical Bridge Not a Useless Wall – Realistically folks, I suggest that instead of 

building anymore of DJs ridiculous Border Wall, we should instead be planning a raised 

highway bridge to run from Florida’s northern panhandle due South down to at least mid-

state.  That practical bridge would be used to move people and building materials North 

(for re-use) out of the state in future years.  

 

Again, We also will not want or need millions more Illegal Occupants (IOs) taking up housing 

space, will we?  Much more on Over-Population and global population reduction planning is 

detailed in the Platform.   

 

Therefore, my frustrated fellow American citizens – DJ is already a Lame Duck at the start of 

2020.  It is frankly my hope that once DJ realizes by mid-2020 that he can’t possibly win, he will 

be scared – he will suddenly be seeking a Resignation and Pardon Agreement with the US 

Congress and/or VP Pence.  That is, to secure his get out-of-office without going to jail “deal” 

for him and his kids…  

 

 

Incidentally, I actually posted, “Our 2018 Presidential Resignation Agreement for Donald 

Trump” on the Platform website’s commonsense2nd.com Home Page in April 12, 2018!  Just 2-

pages, check it out.  Think of it as a working draft, DJ!   

 
o     o     o     o 

http://www.commonsense2nd.com/
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Prudently Thinning the Sold-Out Republican Congress on 11-3-2020 

  

Voting Out-of-Office – Republican Senate Members and Their Leader 

 

We MUST and will aggressively confront our REAL long-standing legislative Road Block (that 

existed for years before DJ came along).  The Republican-controlled US Senate and Mitch “the 

Dictator” McConnell.  We will declare and promote that all 22 US Senate Republican seats up 

for re-election in 2020 to be in Lame Duck status, as well.  Not just “the 4 to 6 Senate 

Republicans” that are supposedly in “vulnerable seats” (so scary!) as the pollsters are paying 

their normal lip-service to.  In 2020, all 22 Senate Republicans are “vulnerable” because the 

disgusted Voters will make them such.  The Climate Crisis will be their political end-of-story.   

 

It shall be a mostly Green colored tsunami traveling east-to-west, coast-to-coast on 11-3-2020.  

Both US Senate and House Republicans will be overcome at the polls in spite of the fact that 

they foolishly believe that they are “safe” in the precious seats.  Not so safe this year boys and 

girls!  They have traded in their political souls to support the DJ, Putin loving and True Lies 

machine.  For that they will pay their price at the polls this year.  A true and valid case of Guilt 

by Association.  

 

The sickening House Republicans pathetic lying performances, will again be in full display on 

the Senate side of the Impeachment Hearings.   That is, if Mitch actually allows a trial with 

witnesses??  Either way, that will seal their electoral fate in 2020, no matter how The Dictator 

tries to cover for their seats.  It will give Voters one (1) more sad example of how sold-out the 

Republicans in Congress really are!   

“The Dictator” is also up for Re-election this Year – Some 2008 Numbers of 2020 Interest 

 

The following numbers regarding Mitch McConnell’s 2008 election vote counts. The 2008 

Election was a Presidential (Obama) year and is a fair comparison for the 2020 Election.   These 

researched vote counts are very close and will certainly be reviewed after the Press and 

Republicans see them!  I have prepared the statistics shown below for all 22 Republican held 

seats in the US Senate up for election in 2020 and they are being posted. They are interesting!  

 

Total Registered Voters in Kentucky           2,389,000 

 

McConnell’s 2008 winning vote count  953,816 

Opposing Democrat’s vote count   847,005 

McConnell’s winning margin    106,811 

 

Total 2008 Votes Cast for Senate Seat           1,800,821 

 

Estimated Votes Not Cast in 2008   588,179 

McConnell’s winning margin    106,811 

Potential Votes to be Cast Against McConnell 481,368    Beware, the Climate Voters!  
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Voting Out-of-Office – Republican US House Members 

 

And, finally to declare that the 195 Republican held seats in the US House, that are up for re-

election in 2020 – are also potential Lame Ducks.  They too, can be overcome at the polls in 

spite of believing they are “safe” in the precious seats.  They too, have traded in their political 

souls to support DJs False Reality and many will pay the price at the polls!!  Good riddance to 

the Climate Deniers… 

 

Again, it is clear to any objective observer, that the Republican Party is only working for the 

Wealthy and 8 to 10 Big Industries. The horrific and economically foolish Tax Cut Gift they 

gleefully jammed thru Congress in 2017, simply served those same people.  Again, that Greedy 

Tax Cut legislative action was my last straw with the Grand Old Party.   

 

In 2020, our ailing American Political System now requires a true and viable Independent, Third 

Party.  And a problem-solving Platform built with Common Sense and designed to serve the 

Common Good of our citizens, our nation, and the Climate.  Again, it is indeed ironic that the 

Climate issue will be what finally brings the Republican Party to ruin in 2020.     
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Supporting the Democrats with a Viable Public Platform 

 

My campaign will be working conscientiously all year to bring the Democratic Party and its 

2020 Congressional candidates, and the TIPA Platform together for their success on Election 

Day in November.   

This Future defining Election my fellow citizens – is Ours for the taking !!! 

• It is my opinion, that the 2020 Democrats are a Party that struggles to offer a practical, public 

problem-solving, moderate Platform.  A Platform that has general appeal to the Masses.  

Unlike the Republican Party that is always laser focused on serving the Greed of the Few and 

ignoring the basic needs of average American citizens more every year.   

 

For example, MAGA’s (hat owners) were told by DJ during the 2016 campaign that he 

would fix and make Health Care cheaper because it was easy and he was so smart.  Wrong 

twice DJ.  It is not that easy and he is not close to that smart!  In Truth, DJ and the 

Congressional Republicans are now working hard to kill the coverage of Pre-Existing 

Medical conditions.  That coverage droppage would save the Health Insurance Industry 

million$ in claims payouts.  And, will drive more Americans into Medical bankruptcy.  

Republicans don’t want to acknowledge it or even care that some 500,000 Americans suffer 

Medical Bankruptcy annually.      

 

It is critical to clarify that I am talking about the Republican Party and their Platform, and 

certainly NOT Republican voters.  Two (2) different groups with differing priorities.   

  

• Meanwhile, in general the Democrats are truly interested in serving the Masses. However, 

and very bluntly put, in this 2020 campaign season they seem to many Americans to have 

lost practical contact with the Masses.  They had that problem in 2016, as well, and that did 

not help Clinton’s campaign at all.   

 

In debates they primarily focus on DJ, Health Care, Student Loan Debt, some miscellaneous 

issues, and frankly seem to talk far too much about Racism!  Reality check – time-out.  At 

times, they make it sound as though most White Americans and especially White-men are 

racists.  That Racist rhetoric needs to stop!   It may come as a shock to them that many of us 

“Whites” find all that Racist rhetoric – very offensive!  It seems necessary to remind those 

same people that in reality it was we White Americans that elected Barack Obama.  And, we 

did it twice!  So qualify your comments a bit better going forward!   

  

Thus, the radical Progressives need to beware. White Americans, men and women have 

social and political sensitivities that are valid and real.  Both Democrats and Independents 

need to have their valid concerns about Racism and Immigration fairly acknowledged.  Or, 

Voters might continue voting for Republicans even though it is legislatively not in their best 

interest to do so.   
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Thus, I will not shy away from such sensitive issues because that is the only way we can 

reconcile such issues, as much as possible, thus allowing We the People to work together for 

a better future for all American citizens.  Working for the Common Good.    

 

• I will always wonder if some covert Republican effort resulted in Senator Kamala Harris of 

California beginning her (now failed) Presidential campaign bid way too early, back in 

January of 2019.  Two (2) full calendar years before the swearing in of the next President! 

Her early action caused the resulting chain reaction of 20-some Democratic hopefuls jumping 

into the 2020 campaign cycle. A year later, in January 2020 most of the 15 or so remaining 

Democrats are struggling to raise money over so many months and attract a viable percentage 

of voters.  The Republican Party, of course has had no trouble raising big money (the 

Wealthy and 8 to 10 Big Industrie$) even before passing that abusive 2017 Tax Cut for their 

Wealthy private and corporate donors.    

o     o     o     o 

 

Supporting Democrat and Independent House and Senate Candidates 

• First my fellow Americans, I will work to get the “Lame Duck” message out to the Voters 

and Press.  And, will work to get the public and the Democrats to look past the whole beat 

Trump issue.  He needs to be ignored as detailed above. It would drive him crazier than he 

already is.    

 

• Further, I believe that the Democratic Party Leadership and Candidates should tell DJ that 

they do not intend to waste any of their time ever debating him. That’s right.  He lies daily on 

Twitter and would only turn even a formal National debate into carnival side-show.  

Remember him stalking Hilary around the stage. Americans do not want or deserve a Trump 

debate-rerun.  The general public will be grateful to miss that disgusting experience.  I will 

not bother debating him even if that offer is ever made.  I would consider it to be both a 

waste of my good time and a disgusting experience!   

 

• To provide the Democrats with the public-oriented, problem-solving TIPA Platform.  A 

Platform that voters can easily see the benefits to them, their families, the nation, and the 

Climate.  Problem-solving proposals that will encourage Voters to get out to the polls this 

November.  And strongly encourages both young and old to actually register so they may 

vote for that Platform and against DJ and the sold-out Republicans!   

 

• To me, the genuine public acceptance and rapid implementation of this citizen-oriented, 

TIPA Platform is more important than winning the Presidential race because those solutions 

will actually fix many of our Common Problems.  However, it will be far easier for those 
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solutions to be realized if I am in the White House directing the legislative process for our 

Common Good!  And believe it folks, I will drive the solution process.   

 

• The citizen-oriented TIPA Platform should be a great advantage for new Democrats and/or 

any new Independents running against those “safe” Senate and House incumbents.  

Especially, the Cost-of-Living and Climate proposals contained therein.   

o     o     o     o 

 

Regarding My Independent 2020 Campaign for POTUS 

• I absolutely acknowledge myself to be, as of January 1, 2020 the nation’s most political 

unknown candidate.  Thus, I could offer that I have them all right where I need them to be. 

With the public’s help and prudent Press attention, my campaign could hit them all like a 

“blind side” on the show, Survivor!   

 

I am also the professional business problem-solver our nation now urgently needs in the 

White House.  Neither, National Political Party has a Platform as relevant and solution-

oriented in content as the TIPA Platform provides.  Practical solutions I developed to be 

acceptable to at least 60% of our citizens and Voters, through thousands of one-on-one talks 

with Americans of all types over the last several decades.    

 

• Again, at this critical moment in our nation’s history I firmly believe that America requires 

an aggressive, but a prudent problem-solver in the White House. One that will not shy away 

from either domestic or foreign policy issues.  One that will honor our traditional Allies, 

rebuild the morale in the Justice and State departments, and honor all existing Climate 

treaties and offer more of them.   

 

• An American leader that will not cozy up to or be “loving pen pals” with the third generation 

tyrant in North Korea!  Or, serve as Putin’s very loyal errand boy like DJ has willingly 

become!  President Kennedy must be spinning in his grave.  DJ is a national embarrassment, 

incompetent in his job performance, and true international disgrace.   

 

• Without public notice over the last few decades the Congress has slowly, yet deliberately 

pushed its actual problem-solving responsibilities off to whoever the is President!?  Or, 

pushed off to whoever the next President will be!!  

 

Which of course implies that someone, man or women, that serves for only 4 to 8 years is 

going to walk in and present the Congress with the answers to our Common Problems – for 

Congress to then consider?  What a joke!  That is, as opposed to the 535 members of the US 

Congress, some of them in their seats for decades, actually developing the answers.  That 
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irresponsible problem-solving approach certainly hasn’t been working very well for We the 

People – considering Congress’ 90% public Disapproval rating.  

 

However, Congress’ current approach certainly does support the “just maintain the legislative 

Status Quo” that best describes Congress’ performance over the last few decades.  

 

Please note that the actual job description of the US Congress is “to solve the public’s 

problems that cannot be solved at the State or Local levels”.  Go figure?!   

 

• To the currently dysfunctional American Political System I bring myself, an Independent 

Third Party and Movement, and a well-developed 39+ point citizen-oriented Platform. The 

details of that Platform and so much more information, are presented to the Public in the 

following media formats for your convenience:  

 

o My 2008 self-published, 700-page, non-fiction book, The Second Coming of Common 

Sense (CS2).  See the book website, commonsense2009.typepad.com  It provides a 

free download of the entire book or any of its 43 Excerpts.  Also, available for soft-

cover purchase.   

 

o In 39 short (4 to 12 minute) YouTube videos on the CS2News Channel and also 

accessible via links under the Solutions option on the TIPA Platform website, 

commonsense2nd.com.  Very easy to select and view.   

 

o Those same 39 short (4 to 12 minute) proposals Podcasts, on AJs Common Sense 

Podcast, I completed posting in early January.  

 

o I have also decided to start posting an audio series of the book CS2 on that site, in 

late-January.     

 

o Finally, please refer to my longtime Blog ouriapp.typepad.com to find what will be 

happening during the campaign and learn what I have written about in past years.   

  

• Therefore folks, you can clearly tell this Independent Presidential campaign is not the 

random act of someone suddenly wanting to run for President.  That type of Presidential 

campaign entrant is historically focused on one (1) or maybe two (2) popular issues.  

However, the Voters soon sense they have little subject depth or much perspective on other 

key issues, and quickly become bored with them.  Not so with the TIPA Platform!   

 

• I am a lifelong observer of the American political system, as well as both domestic and 

foreign policy, and the legislative process. I have researched and written on national politics 

and issues for over 20 years.  

 

http://www.commonsense2nd.com/
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• Starting in late-January 2020, I will begin offering my Independent political message to the 

Voters, Democrat candidates for the Senate and House, the Fourth Estate – the American 

Press, and to various media personalities.   

 

I humbly believe, that my candidacy provides the strong Independent candidate, a Common 

Sense problem-solving Platform, and the citizen-oriented politically Independent Movement 

that American Democracy urgently requires now!   

 

Hopefully my Independent Presidential campaign message will soon reach certain politically 

concerned public personalities like Bill Maher, Michael Mann, Rob Reiner, and Joe Rogan to 

name a few!  Hopefully they will appreciate the TIPA Platform and my Independent political 

message.  Mine should be the Independent campaign that they have been talking about and 

asking for (if not secretly praying).   Amen to that!   

 

I could list many others in the Press and various other media areas, but would rather not 

offend anyone.  With one (1) exception to note, not offend!  I will seek to and would like to 

meet with the MSNBC Stats-Man - Steve Kornacki.  I would very much like to discuss some 

Voting matters with him, if that is permitted.   

 

In my early 2008 book, CS2, is a piece called, With Regard to The Fourth Estate. I have a 

positive challenge in there for the Press.  In CS2, I have eight (8) pages people in media, 

publications, and entertainers (again from circa 2007).   

o     o     o     o 

 

Regarding the State Level Candidate Filing Requirements 

 

• Going forward, I will be documenting and posting the Candidate Qualifications for all 50 

states for the President, as well as the US House and Senate.  Yes, I have done all this before. 

The 50 states and DC, typically don’t post their state’s unique Candidate Filing 

Qualifications until sometime in January of the Election year.  Both Parties, make it a bit 

more difficult for Independents to File for any office nearly every election cycle.  

Deliberately working to discourage any non-Party competition.  They also make it more 

difficult for competitors within their own Party!  What else would we expect them to do?  

The very first proposal in the TIPA Platform is on Term Limits!  For the President, US 

House and Senate.  

 

• So do You or someone you know want to Run!?  Potential Independent or Democratic 

Candidates.   

 

PLEASE, understand that there is still adequate time for interested people to file for 

elected offices in every state and at the National level, as well.  Go for it!! 
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I will openly be supporting Democrats running against Republican incumbents.  I will also be 

encouraging and promoting currently unknown citizen candidates for House and Senate to 

run as Independents or Democrats under the TIPA Independent Platform.  Just as I will be 

doing this year!   

 

• And finally, let me tell you a political secret that neither Party wants us to know about and 

that has probably killed more than one (1) Independent for office in the past.  An 

Independent candidate for National office does not need to be directly associated with a 

formal political party.  That would require the physical establishment of a formal office for 

that Party in each state; which requires tedious amounts of paperwork, time, and money to 

establish.  Un-necessary!     

 

In fact, I will seek State-level Registration as a “non-party affiliated” Presidential candidate.  

And, I will be running under and supporting  the TIPA Platform.  A totally valid campaign 

approach. With your help, I will register and qualify to be on the physical Election Ballot in 

any given state.   

 

Or, if needed with your help I will become a certified “Write-In” candidate.  In this election, 

that will be a viable option because of the public’s growing concern about the 2020 National 

Election.  Thus, I could be qualified and named on the official Election Ballotin a some 

number of states.  Or, be designated as an official Write-In candidate in other states.  All 

valid approaches.   

 

And, in the event of a viable Write-In option in a given state, it will be quite convenient that 

my name is, “A J Wildman”.  Both easy to remember and spell!!  

 

• Yes, my fellow frustrated Independents and long ignored Moderates (I know you are still out 

there!) there can be and technically there is still “adequate time” left to have a True 

Independent political Movement to be proven viable in the 2020 Election.  

 

• My active campaign Twitter Id is @ourpotus2020 (it means Our President of the United 

States 2020)and have received favorable retweets and likes.  

 

o     o     o     o 
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The Big Picture is Coming  

Originally, the primary title of this A J Wildman 2020 campaign defining publication was, The 

Small Picture. However, I thought of a more appropriate option!  Small in that herein we are 

only concerned with what We the People need to do to prepare to Vote on November 3, 2020.  

That, in order to properly deal with our Broken government and practically clear the Republican 

legislative Roadblocks.  Doing so will prepare our Congressional legislators in 2021 to fix our 

Common Problems and aggressively confront the Climate Crisis head-on!  See 

CommonSense2nd.com 

Its companion publication is called, The Big Picture (BP).  It is my intent to post The Big Picture 

paper on the TIPA Platform website CommonSense2nd.com and to have at least the working (if 

not final) version of the BP paper posted by the end of February.   

In the BP, I will literally take us on a ride into the future as it looks now.  I have become a bit of 

a Futurist while researching and developing these solutions.  We will review what we must begin 

doing NOW to prepare for decent future life in America.  To work aggressively and realistically 

to make the rest of this Century and beyond it more livable for those that follow us.  Think about 

this the next time you see someone carrying a new-born baby! That baby would be 80 years old 

in the year 2100!  They will see it all – Good, Bad, and Ugly… 

We will start our voyage one (1) full Light Year into Outer Space and wind up safely back at 

your dinner table…  

Therein, I will seek to provide my fellow Americans with an objective look at the severe impacts 

Sea Level Rise to America over the next 80 years. And a harder look at the Global Over-

Population problem that the United Nations will be loudly challenged to deal with.  Or, We will 

do it for them!    

The Climate Crisis and Over-Population Crisis will need to drive domestic, foreign, and 

international policy agreements for the remainder of this century and probably forever!   

The Common Good of All the World’s People and the aggressive protection of the ailing Global 

Environment, must shape and direct all future human activity on our Planet.   

The purely self-serving and Environmentally irresponsible business decisions of the World 

Energy Industry over the last 48 years (1972) will simply be put aside for the Common Good.   

o     o     o     o 
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Our Second American Revolution – Peaceful Yet Historically Equal 

    

As many of us appreciate, the American colonists fought a long and bloody Revolutionary War 

against their own English countrymen and the oppressive rule of their English King.  Their 

struggle gained our national ancestors their individual freedom, their own nation, and the Right 

to live under a new Democratic form of government. It would serve us all well to acknowledge 

that since the first casualties in the 1776 American War for Independence, that some 1,262,000+ 

men and women have given up their lives in battle to Preserve our solemn Right to Vote and to 

Control our own government.  To preserve the Common Good of our citizens.   

 

In proper tribute, and the very least each of us can do is to get registered if we are not already. 

Then do whatever we need to do to get to the polls and VOTE on 11-3-2020.  Each of us need to 

personally Honor their sacrifice.  

 

We the People of 2020 and those of us eligible to vote 11-3-2020, are now challenged with our 

free-will collective votes – to throw out the oppressive members of our publicly dysfunctional 

National and  State governments.   

 

Thus, all that you, me, and about 70,000,000 other Americans need to do is to deliberately go to 

the polls on 11-3-2020 and vote to replace the elected Republican parts of our broken US 

Congress. We each get one (1) vote – our virtual single shot in our Second American Revolution.   

 

And, please Vote for yours truly for President of the United States.  A very good thing.   

 

Thankfully, in our current day Electoral confrontation with the publicly oppressive and useless 

Republican Party, We the People only need to drive to the polls, wait in line drinking coffee or 

soda, cast our most precious vote, watch as the Returns are tallied that evening, and see the 

World changed the very next day!  And, so much for the betterment of us all.    

 

Therefore, please be encouraged my fellow Americans, that no one and nothing can stop from 

accomplishing this historic and noble task!  

 

In doing so, on that soon to be historic American Election Day 11-3-2020, We will make the 

Founders proud of us, as well as, our children.  And believe me folks, the kids have been and are 

watching us… 

 

 

Together, We will do these brave things and more.  We will do brave things for those that We 

Love and otherwise care about.  Also, for the other 325+ millions of our fellow American 

citizens that we will never, ever meet…   

 

 

Most Sincerely and with Patriotic Intent,  

 

A J Wildman   


